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AN ESSAY SUGGESTING AN
IMPORTANT APPLICATION OF
THE HIGHLAND MUSIC
Moral Sentiment
and the
CEconomic Ode
Leslie Ellen Brown

n An Essay Suggesting an Important Application of the
Highland Music: Moral Sentiment and the Oeconomic Ode'
we find: "the Vehicle of National, appropriated Song has
been employed by the wisest people of Ancient &
Modern times, to convey moral, political, & Oeconomical Truths to the public Mind." Thus states the anonymous author of
a late eighteenth-century manuscript housed in the Edinburgh
University Library^ and fully entitled An Essay Suggesting an Important
Application of the Highland Music, to the Leading Objects of the Highland
Society of Scotland. This manuscript—consisting of 32 pages of essay and
eight pages of appendix labeled "Containing Sketches of Outlines of
Some Familiar Odes, on the Plan Suggested in the Preceding Es-

' Research fundingwas provided by the National Endowment for the Humanities, theLouisiana
State University Faculty Summer Research Program, and the Pennsylvania State University
Institute for the Arts and Humanistic Studies.
^ Ms. La. n. 47 (hereafter. Highland Music)-, the quote is from page 15.
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say"—attracts our attention in part for the delightfully absurd scheme
proposed therein. Its interest goes further, however, in that it is a
treatise on musical culture which assumes additional significance when
viewed within the broader context of what was indeed transpiring in
Scotland during the second half of the eighteenth century.
First, we should clarify several details regarding the manuscript's
physical appearance and provenance.^ The manuscript takes the form
of a small sewn notebook with a marbled cover, containing a first page
marked "No II," implying that this is the second of two or more similar
items. Both the essay and appendix contain the following quotation on
their title pages: "Omne tulit pimctum, qui miscuit utile dulci" [He
scored every point who combined the useful with the sweet]. The
manuscript appears to be by a single hand, although there is indeed a
wide variation in the angle of the writing. As part of the Laing
Collection, it is bound into a single Edinburgh University Library
volume with a variety of papers spreading over more than a century;
however, the papers immediately contiguous include letters from the
well-known Tytler family, one with the identifiable date of 1792.'' A
number of pieces of internal evidence tell us something both about the
education of the author and the date of the manuscript itself: we know
that the author was well read in the classics (referring to Plutarch's De
Musica among others), in modern history (reference to Hume's History
of England, second edition [1782], and Gillies's History ofGreece, [1786]),
and in Enlightenment writings (reference to Moor's Essays, [1759]); we
know from a passing comment that he was no longer young at the time
of the manuscript's writing; and we know that the manuscript was
written after 1789, the latest identifiable date of sources cited, this in
reference to public documents from the French Revolution.

' I am grateful to John W. Purser of Glasgow, Scotland who supplied the physical details of the
manuscript, personal correspondence 10 June 1992.
The most famous of these was William Tytler (d. 1792), the author of A Dissertation on the
Scottish Music and first pubhshed in Hugo Arnot's The History of Edinburgh (Edinburgh, 1779).
His son, Alexander Fraser Tytler (d. 1813), published An Account of Some Extraordinary
Structures on the Tops of Hillsin the Highlands;with Remarks on theProgress of the Arts among the
Ancient Inhabitants of Scotland in 1790. Although I was unable to compare examples of
handwriting in order to secure the author's identity,it ispossible that themanuscript in question
was written by Alexander Fraser. Our anonymous author, however, was certainly well
acquainted with the Ossian controversy, since the language of the descriptive ponions of the
manuscript suggests MacPherson's spurious translations of Fingal and Temora (see James
MacPherson, Fragments ofAncient Poetry Collected in the Highlands of Scotland, 1760).
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Of particular interest is our unidentified author's focus on topics
relating to moral sentiment. From the outset, he raises the issue of the
music of the ancients in influencing behavior and suggests a practical
use of this model to the populace of his contemporary Highlands.
Drawing directly and abimdantly on the published lectures of James
Moor,^ our writer discusses the ability of the fine arts to instill virtue
in polished nations, carefully qualifying that ancient Greece and the
Scottish Highlands were scarcely on equal footing in terms of culture
and the fine arts. In anticipation of criticism, the author explains that
his proposed scheme is not the final statement on the arts and moral
sentiment; nor does he contend that his ideas are such as "to engross to
the vehicle of Music, the total conveyance of national Virtue, & to
supplant with the Bagpipe & Pibrach, the Admonitions of the pulpit,
& the solemn praelections of the Theological Chair" [Highland Music,
5). So precisely what is the author's intent? First, he directs the reader
to consider elevating the status of music for purely pragmatic purposes:
"In contemplating the Efficacy of the highland Music, on the minds of
Caledonia's unmixed race, it occurred to the Author of the following
Essay, that from this emphatic Character an Advantage might be
derived, which (as far as he knows) has never engaged the Attention of
learned Men.—To that Patriotic Society, who have diffused a useful
Clow through the Music of the North, it is humbly submitted, if the
acknowledged Efficacy of the highland Music, may not be rendered
happily subservient to National Utility" (2). Indeed, if his plan
succeeds he predicts a measure of victory in serving the interests of
moral sense and national virtue (5). He further explains the scheme:
"to connect familiar, adapted Odes with the Culture of the Earth, the
Labours of the Mechanic, the fishing toil, the Exertions of Commerce,
& every species of public Industry encouraged by the Society in order
to attach the genune Caledonians, to the liberal patriotic views of the
Society, through the Medium of Song, which has been observ'd to
impress on the Minds of the Highlanders the most animating & useful

^ Specifically, An Essay on the Influence of Philosophy upon the Fine Arts, read at the Glasgow
Literary Society on 8 February 1755 and published in Essays (Glasgow, 1759), 1-32. Moor, as
a neo-Platonist takes his cue from Hutcheson, probably the first of the Scots literati to draw
upon the writings of the "moral sense" school, namely Shaftesbury's Characteristics. Moor's
examples taken from the ancients discuss music as a force capable of driving persons to positive
acts rather than deeds of violence and the awareness on the part of the ancients to use the fine
arts to promote happiness (3-6).
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Effects" (6-7). He then supplies a list of eight potential subjects for the
creation of the "oeconomic odes":^ "I. Imitation of Chieftains in the
different branches of public Industry recommended; II. Those
honoured with premiums applauded; III. Perseverance in Toil, &
Contempt of danger in pursuit of Glory inculcated; IV. The Indolent
Fisher lampoon'd & the Industrious & Active exhibited in every
advantageous circumstance that can contribute to excite Emulation; V.
The misery of Emigration delineated; VI. Incitement to Excellence and
Address in the fisheries, from a comparative view of the superior
Genius of the Caledonian Highlander to the Dutch-boor; VII.
Incitement to Address in flax-raising; VIII. A Passion for independence
of Country in respect to raising Grain, Wool, etc. pressed" (6-7).'

' The use of "oeconomic" refers to those things of practical and industrial significance. In the
context of management in the eighteenth century, the definition appropriate to our purposes
includes communal and organizational concerns and resources with a view to order and
productivity. Reference in the Essay also reflects the eighteenth-century context of things
immaterial, such as attitudes, in addition to material ones. Oxford English Dictionary, s.v.
"economy."
' It is in the Appendix of the Edinburgh University Library manuscript that the concept of
"oeconomic" as described above becomesobvious, albeit boldly colored to suit the language and
emotion of a flamboyant writer. Outlines of two songs—No. 5 concerning the misery of
emigration and No. 6 concerning the success of Scottish fishermen—are rich in detail and
emotion. No. 5 reflects the idea of economy as measured in intangible ways and specifically in
conflirting feelings between the familiar and the unknown: "With an energy proportioned to
his inventive thought, the genuine Bard will bring forth & adorn with appropriated Song, every
tender, & every terrible, every anful & every impassioned Topic, that can operate to check the
rage of Migration. The deluded Emigrant will be drawn a hapless Compound of Mania & of
Sacrilege. Every forbidding Omen;—every endeared relation, or venerated friend, now, no
more;—the Genius of his Country:—each, will receive a person & a voice, & in every form—in
every Attitude suited toimpress, will join to drive the Wretch from his mad Attempt. [Highland
Music, Appendix, 1-2) No. 6, although constructed on a subjea relating to the management of
domestic pursuits, draws an association of moral character with skillful labor, thus things
immaterial as well as material: To animatethe lay he [the Bard] brings at once before the Hearers
Sight a Caledonian & a Batavian Crew in the same depanments of the Naval Task. Their two
Emulous Barques are beheld Side by Side: they are both seen at once, in the same attitude, both
at once enjoying a prosperous Breeze: both at once tempested & bestorm'd. Here then is a
Scene, where, by the picturing Bard the Superiority of his Countrymen is displayed to the Eye
in a palpable form. In every Manoeuvre they are seen conspicuously the first: the first to
propose: the first to execute. The impression is made particular &decisive. The persons of the
Dutch are introduced,their Leviathan-like, unwieldy Movements are imaged in the unwieldy
Verse; even in their quickest Evolutions "the line labours & the words move slow." "Swift as
the Roe which the Hound doth assail" the near-seen Highlanders in their persons & motions
exhibit a scene markedly the reverse. By the native Bard even the most winged Verse is
reproached as too lumpish & slow, to image their efforts." [Highland Music, Appendix, 6-7)
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The author continues with a precise description of the utility of
the arts—and music specifically—in terms of shaping the attitudes and
actions of a populace; "Here then, the determinate province of Music
& Song opens upon us. It is proposed by their application to substitute
chearfulness & alacrity for that languor, which during the non-opera
tion of the other more vigorous springs of Action, is apt to mingle itself
with the public industry; and to throw their most attractive chorus on
the motives of honour, & of project, so as to cause them to exert
themselves with additional Energy, even in their best-circumstanced
forms" (8).
The plan unfolds further with five precise strategies for accom
plishing the goal of modifying the behavior of the Highlanders through
the employment of their national music. Specifically, the author
recommends that a series of poems on appropriate subjects be drafted
and combined with choral music sung during communal labor; that
these oeconomic odes be adapted to tunes associated with military
exploits; that public performances of the oeconomic odes should take
place; that prizes should be awarded for both vocal and instrumental
performances in the various districts of the Highlands; and that printed
copies of oeconomic odes be distributed throughout the Highlands
(23-32). This portion of the manuscript is rich in detail, with reference
to parallels between the warlike character of the Scots and energy for
manual tasks. Its thesis takes as a point of departure a stereotypical
view of the Highland character: "here, we behold a foundation laid in
the northern mind, for a comparative contempt of peaceful labours. A
peculiar revolution contributed to heighten this Contempt. The
original inhabitants of Caledonia, entitled by the grand Charter of
Nature, to every portion of the Soil, were compelled by repeated
migration of the Cimbri, & the Belgae to confine their habitations to
the Mountains of Scotland. Invasion so entirely unprovoked, drew
from the martial tribes those just relations, which have been branded
by the prejudiced with less honourable Names. Colonies, who have
advanced in Commerce, & the cultivation of the Earth, possess in an
inferior degree that military Character, which marks a people solely
devoted to War. This inferiority was readily perceived by the Heroes
of the Mountains, while by an exertion not more perilous, than their
"Summer Sport" they frequently pillaged the Herds, & despoiled the
habitations of the southern Intruders. From perceived inferiority, the
transition is easy to contempt of an enemy. From Contempt, if
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mingled with strong disgust, springs an aversion to every improvement,
however excellent, which has been adopted by the hated foe. If these
natural Sentiments are kept in view, it can be deemed no great
refinement to affirm, that ideas more unfavourable, those of mere
degradation, would, in the minds of the northern Tribes, be forcibly
connected with the culture of the Earth & the exertions of Art, from
these being the occupations of an injurious Enemy, conceived inferior
to themselves in their much esteemed profession of Arms (11-13).
Perhaps the author of the anonymous manuscript was writing
with a certain sense of "tongue in cheek," since he does not select any
specific tunes for the odes nor draft a line of the poetry itself. It is
much more probable however that in submitting the manuscript to the
Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland, as the organization
named in the Essay was formally identified, he was propagandizing its
political and moral message; founded in 1784, the Society existed for
the purposes of improving the Highlands agriculturally as well as
preserving its language and culture.® The author's flamboyant language

' See J.D.G. Davidson, The RoyalHighland and Agricultural Societyof Scotland: A Short History,
(Edinburgh: Royal Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland, 1984) andDavid
Dunbar McElroy, Scotland's Age of Improvement; A Survey of Eighteenth-Century Literary
Clubs and Societies (Pullman: Washington State University Press, 1969). It is generally agreed
that of the numerous agricultural societies established in Scotland in the eighteenth century,the
Highland Society of Edinburgh (as the Royal Highland and Agricultural Society was originally
called) was one of the most influential and long-lasting. SirJohn Sinclair, a prominent politician,
landowner, advocate for agricultural reform, and author the Statistical Account of Scotland
(1791-99) was one of its most active members and therefore instrumental in the success of the
organization. McElroy (82) indicates that it was the poet/author Henry McKenzie who
advocated the establishment of this new society which was to take special note of the literatiu-e,
language, poetry, and music of the Highlands and would in turn establish a union of some
fashion between Highlands and Lowlands. Thus, it is not surprising that in An Essay Suggesting
an Important Application of Highland Music there is as attempt to hnk the Lowland preoccupa
tions with classical learning with the local color of the Highlands. The Highland and
Agricultural Society's predilection for offering prizes for essays involved with improving
hixsbandry and land use most certainly serves as the impetus for the scheme proposed in the
Edinburgh University Library manuscript. In addition, the focus on agricultural reform in the
Essay is fashioned into a rebuttal to long-hved prejudices towards the Highlanders, as refleaed
in the following: "By some persons who appear willing to confine every portion of liberal
Genius to the southern pan of our Isle, it is objeaed, that an aversion in to Agriculture,
Commerce & every generous Art, ingrained in the minds of the northern Caledonians, must
render totally abortive, every serious, well-digested plan of encouragement, much more the
trivial application of Music & Song. In answer to this Objection, we shall briefly attempt to
shew, that the slow progress of Agricultural & Commercial Art, in the highlands of Scotland,
is to be attributed, not to any insuperable aversion in the natives, to ingenious toil, but purely
to the influence of a peculiar sentiment, originally prompted by a peculiar situation, &
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and flights of fancy do not place the manuscript as a typical exercise in
Scottish Enlightenment writing, nevertheless it bears some connection
with more formal discourse in that it develops a moral argument in
prose substantiated with historical documentation.' And although I do
not wish to inflate the significance of the manuscript, larger things are
at work. Precisely, four clearly developed and distinct tenets basic to
Scots eighteenth-century thought are at the forefront of An Essay
Suggesting an Important Application of Highland Music. These are: a
utilitarian view of aesthetics tied in with moral approval; the founda
tions and preservation of power and political stability; the indigenous
national character of the Scots; and esteem for the bardic and oral
traditions.
The Scots literati acknowledged and wrote about the fine arts
successfully instilling, inspiring, and cultivating virtue and therefore
providing a degree of usefulness. In this respect, Francis Hutcheson
was a pivotal figure, and although the Essay may not owe anything
directly to him, his ideas regarding the parallel aesthetic and moral
senses and the relationship between aesthetics and virtue contribute to
the tenor to the manuscript.Specifically, in terms of the efficacy of
music, Hutcheson investigated the powers of perception, noting the
finer powers: beauty, imitation, harmony, design, novelty, and
grandeur. Concerning harmony, he considered that in general most
individuals find simple pleasures in the uncomplicated combinations of

continued afterwards by local circumstances. It is well known, that impressions of meanness
attached at first to cenain Objects, may continue to operate, when their primary causes have
ceased to exist."
' A clear picture of Scotland during the age of Enlightenment may be obtained from the
following studies; Charles Camic, Experience and Enlipfjtenment: Socialization for Cultural
Change in Eighteenth-Century Scotland (Chicago; University of Chicago Press, 1983); Anand C.
Chitnis, The Scottish Enlightenment: A Social History (London; CroomHelm, 1976); McElroy,
Scotland's Age of Improvement; Nicholas T. Phillipson, "Culture and Society in the 18th
Century Province; The Case of Edinburgh in the Scottish Enlightenment," in Lawrence Stone,
ed.. The University and Society (Princeton; Princeton University Press, 1975), 2;407-48; idem,
"Towards a Definition of the Scottish Enlightenment," in P. Fritz and D. Williams, eds.. City
and Society in the Eighteenth Century (Toronto; Toronto University Press, 1975), 125-47; Jane
Rendall, The Oriffns of the Scottish Enlightenment, 1707-1776 (New York; St. Martin's Press,
1978).
" See Peter Kivy, The Seventh Sense: A Study of Francis Hutcheson's Aesthetics and Influence in
Eighteenth-Century Britain (New York; B. Franklin, 1976). Of particular importance is
Flutcheson's An Inquiry into the Original Ideas of Beauty and Virtue,in Two Treatises (London,
1725). The treatises are; "Concerning Beauty, Order, Harmony, Design" and "Concerning
Moral Good and Evil."
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sound; however, a higher, degree of pleasure derives from the skillful
manipulation of sound, time, and vocal expression. He contended that
these "indicate the several affections in the soul in important affairs.
Hence Plato and Lycurgus observed a moral character in musick, and
looked upon it as of some consequence in influencing the manners of
a people."" What Hutcheson did was to identify distinct powers of
perception which are very different from the perceptions of the
external senses, emphasizingtheir importance in the affairs of life. This
import derives from value—that these perceptions can indeed stand by
themselves and will hold merit in future periods and even for posterity
{System of Moral Philosophy, 18-19).
The theme of the ability of the arts to cultivate virtue remained
with the Scots literati well until the end of the century. Moor, for
instance, as a classicist and neo-Platonicist, stressed that the public
amusements (poetry, painting, and music) are the things that have the
most immediate influence upon the manners of the people, specifying
that "it would, therefore, be of the greatest importance to the happiness
of a nation, if the taste for these arts could be so conducted, that, their
chief aim should always be to cherish and cultivate virtue among the
people. Thus the places of public resort and amusement might become
the most agreeable and useful schools of education and thus these fine
arts would receive their utmost improvement, and gain the greatest
glory, by being employed to the noblest purpose, to strike the heart,
and make it glow with the most generous and manly sentiments.""
Writing several years after Moor, Hugh Blair articulated the impor
tance of moral content to epic poetry: "[moral tendency] arises from
the admiration of heroic actions, which such a composition is pecu
liarly calculated to produce; from the virtuous emotions which the
characters and incidents raise, whilst we read it; from the happy
impression which all the parts separately, as well as the whole taken
together leave upon the mind."" Lord Kames, in an essay entitled
"Progress of Taste and the Fine Arts," wrote of the fine arts as holding
a more precarious position in society than the useful arts, due to issues

"A System of Moral Philosophy, in Three Books, 2 vols. (Glasgow and London, 1755), 1:16.
"Moor, Essays, 1; this example is quoted 'mAn Essay Suggesting an Important Application ofthe
Highland Music.
"A Critical Dissertation onthe PoemsofOssian, the Son ofFingal,2d ed. (London, 1765; rpt. New
York: Garland, 1970), 43.
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of taste and expense; however, he noted they do indeed merit patronage
and encouragement in part for their effectiveness in "humanizing
manners."" James Beattie discussed the value and permanence of music
specifically, at least in those examples which contain pathos and
expression which engage the affections; he defined this expression as
tied with positive acts of behavior; devotion, fortitude, compassion,
benevolence, and tranquility.'^ And from the close of the century and
linked fairly closely in time with the Edinburgh University Library
manuscript comes a statement from Alexander Molleson which
reaffirms Beattie's view of the engagement of the affections as the
source of excellence in music: "if melody has any good effect upon the
passions, and if the regulation of these be of importance to our welfare
and happiness, then music is indeed of use, of noble use.""
Returning to the Essay specifically, the anonymous writer makes
a number of strong statements regarding ethical judgement, and one
will be cited here to illustrate the connection. In a discussion of the
awarding of prizes through a juried competition for the vocal and
instrumental executions of the oeconomic odes, the author establishes
a link between tangible reward and positive moral sentiments: "the
annual decisions and rewards of an admired Tribunal, will effectively
banish from Vocal and Instrumental Execution, the uncouth, insignifi
cant & vagarious manner, & introduce in its room, the Chaste,
Emphatic & Manly Stile" {HighlandMusic, 27). Like a number of the
Scottish Enlightenment writers, the author undoubtedly equates
technical prowess and success with power and strength of character,
that is, "virtuoso" with "virtue."'^
The second of the four tenets implied in An Essay Suggesting an
Important Application of the Highland Music is based on the literati's
concern for the foundations and preservation of power and political
stability in the history of civilizing societies. Specifically, the arts are
a component of the progressing and improving nature of mankind and

" Henry Home, Lord Kames, Sketches in the History of Man, 2 vols. (Edinburgh, 1774), 1:167.
On Poetry and Music, as They Affect the Mind; on Laughter and Ludicrous Composition
(Edinburgh and London, 1778), 156-57, 167.
" Melody, the Soul of Music. An Essay towardsthe Improvement ofthe Musical Art (Glasgow, 1798),
37-38.
" See Leslie Ellen Brown, "The Idea of Life as a Work of An in Scottish Enlightenment
Discourse," Studies in Eighteenth-Century Culture 24 (1994): 51-67, for further information on
this subject.
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civilization. David Hume devoted considerable attention to the subject
in an essay entitled "Of Refinement in the Arts."'* First, he linked the
flourishing of both industry and the arts to a new vigor within society;
the absence of these would leave only indolence. Second, Hume noted
that the pursuit of perfection in both industry and the arts is comple
mentary, for it is difficult to imagine success in one area without
achievement in the other: "the spirit of the age affects all the arts; and
the minds of men, being once roused from their lethargy, and put into
a fermentation, turn themselves on all sides, and carry improvements
into every art and science." Hume added that the sociability of
mankind advances with the advancement in the arts: "nor is it possible,
that when enriched with science, and possessed of a fund of conversa
tion, they should be contented to remain in solitude, or live with their
fellow-citizens in that distant manner, which is peculiar to ignorant and
barbarous nations" (3:301). And finally, Hume joined the ideas of
improvement and collective behavior, adding that the industry,
knowledge, and humanity which comes from the arts are not the sole
province of the individual but are beneficial to the public good: "the
encrease and consumption of all the commodities, which serve to the
ornament and pleasure of life, are advantageous to society; because, at
the same time that they multiply those innocent gratifications to
individuals, they are a kind of storehouse of labour, which, in the
exigencies of state, may be turned to public service" (3:302).
Hume of course was writing from the point of view of the moral
philosopher, but Adam Ferguson sounded a similar theme from the
vantage point of the social scientist and historian. He addressed the
issue of the character of nations defined by its people, its wealth, its
various practices and manners. He placed knowledge of the arts, along
with wealth, commerce, and extent of territory, when used appropri
ately, as the foundations of power; without these a nation and race
would cease to exist." Ferguson added that we assume, often incor
rectly, that rude civilizations are willing and eager to adopt such ideas
for improvement, but if so they must be receptive in some capacity to
the arts and learning in general (189). And too, he spoke of the
existence of the elements of sentiment and fancy—and the arts which

" Essays: Moral, Political, and Literary from The Philosophical Works (1752), ed. Thomas Hall
Green and Thomas Hodge Grose (London, 1882; rpt. Darmstadt: Scientia Verlag Aalen, 1964).
"y4n Essay on the History of Civil Society (Edinburgh and London, 1767), 88.
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depend on them—as proof of political and social stability within a
nation (261). In discussing the arts and professions, Ferguson noted
that peace and stability bring on the ability for even primitive civiliza
tions to concentrate on one thing and not be forced to divide time
among a variety of pursuits (277).
Lord Kames also addressed the role of the arts in the history of
civilizing societies, but he was even more specific than Hume and
Ferguson in his outward support of Scotland's movement in this
direction. In addressing the enmity that occurred between the Scots
and the English for several decades following the Act of Union, he
noted that the former gradually saw the advantages of their situation.
He spoke of the revival of a national spirit, the exertion of latent
talents, and progress in the areas of arts and sciences that were non
existent while Scotland was an independent kingdom.^®
The arts as a reflection of national character are also linked to the
tenet of the improving nature of mankind and civilizations, and late in
the century the idea was set forth quite convincingly in what is
generally regarded as a major writing on aesthetics. In the opening
introduction to an essay concerning emotions and beauty, Archibald
Alison spoke of the "pleasing arts of human invention": "from the
earliest period of Society, to its last stage of improvement, they afford
an innocent and elegant amusement of private life at the same time they
increase the splendour of National Character; and in the progress of
Nations, as well as Individuals, while they attract attention from the
pleasures they bestow, they serve to exhault the human Mind, from
corporeal to intellectual pursuits."^'
Again, referencing the Edinburgh University Library Essay for
connections, we have already noted considerable attention directed to
the notion of the performing arts and "public improvement" in
northern Scotland. Other such comments illuminate this point: "the
peculiar, acknowledged efficacy of the highland Music may separately
be employed with dignity, perhaps with a prospect of some National
advantage" {Highland Music, 5); and "the application of the Oeconomic
Odes is supposed to convey to the public Industry some measure of
animation" (32).

Lord Kames, 1:102.
Essays on the Nature and Principles of Taste (Edinburgh and London, 1790), viii.
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Several of the statements presented above suggest a link between
the progress of nations and nationalism, and thus it is appropriate to
give individual attention to the latter as a distinct tenet of eigh
teenth-century Scottish thought. Specifically, the literati wrote
abundantly about indigenous national character, but they did not
always tie it to the idea of progress. Blair, for one, in discussing the
poems and songs as the important "monuments" of an ancient culture,
cited how these are records of the history of human imagination and
passion, even in imcultivated and primitive civilizations: "for many
circumstances of those times which we call barbarous, are favourable
to the poetical spirit. That state, in which human nature shoots wild
and free, though unfit for other improvements, certainly encourages
the high exertions of fancy and passion."^^ Blair discussed the superior
ity of poetry over prose, again even in barbarous nations, such that
poetry was the first medium in which men expressed at length praise
for gods and ancestors, celebrations of victories, or lamentations (5).
Blair also discussed the early Celts and their interest in poetry, despite
common reference to this civilization as barbaric. He noted that even
though the indigenous national character of the Celtic race lacked
polish, it was not lacking in generous sentiments and tender affections:
"what degrees of friendship, love and heroism, may possibly be found
to prevail in a rude state of society, no one can say" (24-25).
Ferguson, writing at the same time as Blair, echoed the idea of a
natural proclivity towards the arts, specifying that skill acquired after
many generations of practice is merely the improvement of a talent
extant from the very first. And like Blair, he noted that the source
material for both historians and poets emerges from stories and songs
which celebrate the adventures of primitive civilizations.^' In this
context, Ferguson addressed the inherent tendency towards originality;
he believed that the theory of nations acquiring artistic skill only from
previously developed nations is overstated. He contended that the
principle members within a nation are the ones that excite and direct
each other, and when the occasion for invention is favorable and the
opportunity presents itself, a society will usually seize it. Borrowing
from others occurs only when a nation is in the position to have
invented something itself (258-59).
' Blair, 1-2.
' Ferguson, 257.
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Several of the comments that touch upon indigenous national
character are destined to tell the reader more about music in Scotland
specifically. Beattie, for instance, discussed Scottish music in terms of
environment, noting the picturesque yet melancholy Highlands, a
setting which tends to give the inhabitants an extremely lively
imagination. The result of this tendency therefore is a music which is
highly irregular, prone to display both warlike expression and
melancholy.^"* Alexander Campbell attempted to link the science of
music, and specifically the types of scales used in constructing Scottish
melodies, to national character: "our Scottish melodies, are not the
offspring of arbitrary caprice; but such, as are referable to a certain
criterion, or scale of music, common to the melody of nations,
tenacious of their ancient customs and manners, and preserving among
the last things, their musical compositions."^^ The author also presents
classifications of Highland song: those which he marks as "gay, lively,
animating" are humorous,satirical, and descriptive songs which inspire
heroic deeds; those marked as "tender, soothing, plaintive, pathetic" are
love songs, songs of praise, laments, and elegies (20).
There are numerous points within An Essay Suggesting and
Important Application of Highland Music in which aesthetic value is
bound with social value. The concluding sections of the manuscript
particularly capture the literati's premise of the arts connected with
Scottish unity and national felicity: "the powerful bonds betwixt the
higher and lower ranks, which the selfishness of some foes to the
Highlands, has laboured to dissolve, will be knit anew; recognized, with
all the warmth of 'other times'" {HighlandMusic, 29); and "through the
force of early & continued habit, together with the irresistible
contagion of public Example maintained by the general practice of the
whole Community, who have received the same impression in their
infant state; & while every thing pleasing & important is conveyed
through this medium; such strong Associations will strike themselves
into the genuine Caledonians, as must naturally produce the most
lasting Effects, & such as no future incidents can easily weaken, or
Efface" (32).

" Beanie, 181-82.
Alexander Cun^heW.,An Introduction to the History of Poetryin Scotland—witha Conversation
on Scottish Song (Edinburgh, 1798), 8.
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One final tenet remains for comment. During the second half of
the eighteenth century, many of the Scots literati wrote in a comple
mentary fashion of the oral tradition of the Highlanders, and specifi
cally their bardic heritage. Thus the anonymous Edinburgh University
Library manuscript reflects the tenor of their discussions. Several
writers and reformers were intensely interested in the tools of the
bard—namely the history, language, and songs of the Highlands—and
to some degree they saw the bard as the guardian of moral sensibility.
Blair noted that the songs of the bard may have laid the foundation for
a set of refined manners.^' Ferguson wrote of the bard more so as a
major source of inspiration than of invention, noting that the subjects
of bardic poetry—brave and intrepid characters, dangers, trials of
fortitude and fidelity, and the simple passions such as friendship—were
all valuable because they existed in the mind of the bard himself.^^
Kames discussed the unique combination of skills which the bard
possessed—a musical ear, instrumental technique, a good voice, and
above all poetical genius: "as such talents are rare, the few that
possessed them were highly esteemed; and hence the profession of a
bard, which, beside natural talents, required more culture and exercise
than any other known art. Bards were capital persons at every festival
and at every solemnity."^' William Tytler, whose family may bear
some direct connection with the anonymous manuscript, addressed the
importance of the bard to the clan chiefs in that he sang of the deeds of
clan ancestors and heroes.^' Finally, Molleson wrote of the creations
of the bard as one instance in the course of music history that repre
sents a landmark event because melody combines with poetry; the same
sort of genius and imagination found in pathetic oratory reigns here.^°
Again turning to the manuscript itself, it is simple to find the ideas
of the literati in the discussion of a former period in the history of the
Scottish Highlands when the poet/musician carried significant social
and political status and thus moral responsibility, influence, and
accountability: "It must be admitted indeed, that there is a period of
Society, when the Offices of Legislator & Bard are united in the same

Blair, 25.
" Ferguson, 265-66.
" Lord Kames, 1:120-21.
^ A Dissertation on the Scottish Music, appendix to Arnot's History of Edinburgh, 633.
» Molleson, 28-31.
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person, & that the Songs proceeding from this lustred Character
acquire in that connexion a degree of influence, which by no means
descends to the poems of a succeeding period. It is likewise admitted,
that the Oeconomic Songs to which we have uniformly referred may
have derived the propriety of their application from a period of the first
description. The separation of the Office of legislator & Bard, & the
decline of this last profession, in the northern parts of Caledonia,
denote some distance from that time, which would have ensured to the
suggested application its highest energy" (HighlandMusic, 17-18).
These principles brought forth in the writings of the eigh
teenth-century Scots suggest a particular perspective for An Essay
Suggestingan Important Application of Highland Music. The manuscript
represents but one of numerous writings from the second half of the
eighteenth century to address the character of the Highlander, the
pursuit of patriotism, and the qualities of the poetry and music of the
Highlands. Improvement clubs and organizations made sporadic
inroads in Highland society throughout the century, and during the last
decades they became somewhat of a trend.^' In the second half of the
century numerous private and public societies—such as the Highland
Society of London, the Gaelic Club of Glasgow, and the Highland
Society of Edinburgh—were active in their missions to improve,
encourage, and reward through the giving of prizes for agricultural,
industrial, economic, and creative achievements.'^ Thus the aesthetic
objective of the Edinburgh University Library Ess^zy plays a secondary
role to its sociological one.
Our first reaction to these facts is to ask whether this interest in
the Highland arts and industries stemmed from embarrassment in the
aftermath of Culloden. The truth, however, reveals a cruel irony in
that the attention directed to improvement and the spirit of national
character in the Highlands appeared simultaneously with the destrucA strongly nationalistic point of view regarding agricultural improvement in context of the
cultural consequences of the Union of 1707 is set forth in David Daiches, The Paradox of Scottish
Culture; The Eighteenth-Century Experience (London; Oxford University Press, 1964).
The sponsorship of bagpipe competitions, which figure to some degree in the Essay, was but
one of the major projects of these societies, and their activities are mentioned in the periodical
press frequently during the last two decades of the century. The account of one such
competition, held 31 July 1786, described an annual event sponsored by the Highland Society
of London. In this year, twenty-six piperscompeted before a large audience in Dunn's Assembly
Rooms, Edinburgh. Of the competitors, some were pipers to various Lairds, others for various
towns, and still others pipers to military regiments. Scots Magazine 48 (1786): 359-60.
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tion of a unique Gaelic culture through the act of the Highland
clearances. Nor were the literati themselves of one mind on the
subject: Adam Smith was quite critical of the clan system and saw it as
a form of bondage, in contrast to Ferguson's more sympathetic support
for the concepts of loyalty and unity which it embodies.
A case in point which illustrates the irony is signified in a word
used frequently in the Edinburgh University Library manuscript—
"cultivated"—and the various implications of its usage. Eight
eenth-century definitions draw together ideas of improvement through
education, of refinement, and of culture in context of minds and
faculties. In agrarian terms, that which is cultivated is tilled." Because
the Highlander out of necessity produced crops in raised, framed plots
which were not tilled—referred to as "lazy beds" (feannag in Scots
Gaelic)—the association that the Highlander was incapable of producing
anything cultivated or of generating exceptional industry was drawn.
The uncultivated Highlander, like the soil which he farmed, therefore
was in need of improvement, culture, and physical effort.
Thus the tenor of the Essay Suggesting an Important Application of
Highland Music suggests slight condescension. Moreover it is in keeping
with the attitude of other improvement writings which supported the
pastimes of the moderate and benevolent gentility, specifically
agriculture, commerce, law, and moral philosophy. It is this same
attitude towards the arts of the Highlander which separated the
improvers from the rural society which they sought to improve, one
that widened the gulf between cultivated and vernacular traditions.

" Oxford English Dictionary, s.v. "cultivated."

